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Northwest Vietnam Enduro Tour At A Glimpse - 3 Days 

03/Days    Hanoi → Mu Waterfall → Moc Chau Plateau → Hanoi 

Take your chance to enjoy one of the best short Vietnam enduro tours of BM Travel now! For those with an 

adventurous heart, Northwest Vietnam is a must-visit place with various undiscovered things that wait for us 

to explore. With the breathtaking view of majestic mountains, stunning terraces, and endless passes along the 

mountains, this land surly leaves an unforgettable impression on the minds of tourists. Besides the beautiful 

beauty gifted by Mother Nature, Northwest is also home to many ethnic minorities. For hundreds of years, they 

have created a unique culture that contributes to enriching the Vietnamese cultures. Once you become a part 

of our 3-day Northwest Vietnam Enduro Tour, you will definitely have marvelous experiences and moments 

in life. 
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TOUR HIGHLIGHTS 

+ Immerse yourself in the cool waters of Mu Waterfall, which looks so incredible with blue water pouring 

down onto the floor, forming a natural lake which is ideal for swimmers. 

+ Explore Mai Chau valley at noon that is home to many ethnic minorities such as White Thai, Tay, H'mong, 

Dzao, Kinh, and Muong.  

+ Go through beautiful H’mong villages and some colorful flower gardens of cherry and plum to come back 

Hanoi 

CONTENT ABOUT TOUR 

Day 1 HANOI - MU WATERFALL (160 KM) 

Day 2 MU WATERFALL - MOC CHAU PLATEAU (160 KM) 

Day 3 MOC CHAU PLATEAU - HANOI (210 KM) 

 

ITINERARY TOUR 

Day 1 HANOI - MU WATERFALL (160 KM) 

It is a long trip today, but there will be a lot of interesting things waiting for you ahead. To set off the trip, you 

first move to the gathering point and meet our guide at around 8:30 am. We officially start our motorbike tour 

from the outskirts of Hanoi, embark on a quiet and small road to stay away from heavy traffic. Then, show out 

your off-road skill, ready to ride through the forest, cross the river, and sometimes on the stream to head the 

northwest. 

Keep riding to the National Reserve Park located in Hoa Binh province. After a long ride, it is time for you to 

immerse yourself in the cool waters of Mu Waterfall. Situated at an altitude of 1000m in the first stretch of 

Truong Son Mountain Range, Mu Waterfall looks so incredible with blue water pouring down onto the floor, 

forming a natural lake which is ideal for swimmers. Although the road to Mu waterfall is quite small and 

difficult to travel, its spectacular view will not disappoint you. 

Overnight at a rustic stilt house of the locals. 
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Day 2 MU WATERFALL - MOC CHAU PLATEAU (160 KM) 

Wake up early to enjoy breakfast before we leave for Moc Chau, which is famous for its beautiful scenery of 

green tea plantations, many herds of milk cows, and romantic flower gardens. After conquering a 50-km slope 

through the National Reserve Park, our team reaches Lung Van village. Here, fog and clouds cover all year 

round, so locals often call it another name - Cloud Valley. For backpackers, Lung Van is really an ideal place 

to hunt clouds. 

The next 10-km path through the forest requires you to have excellent riding skills, but the majestic landscape 

along the way will be a worthy reward. We come to Mai Chau valley at noon that is home to many ethnic 

minorities such as White Thai, Tay, H'mong, Dzao, Kinh, and Muong. Being blessed with beautiful natural 
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scenery and friendly people, Mai Chau is really an ideal place for those who seek the peace of mind, a scenario 

without pollution and urban noises. Enjoy lunch at Lac village with the White Thai. 

After saying goodbye to the villagers and leaving Mai Chau, we hit the road to Moc Chau Plateau. Thanks to 

its mild climate, Moc Chau is a great place to grow a variety of crops, especially tea. Visitors can admire the 

large green tea hills and rent or buy colorful traditional costumes of local ethnicities to take pictures. 

Overnight at a hotel of local people to regain energy for the next ride. 

 

 

Day 3 MOC CHAU PLATEAU - HANOI (210 KM) 

After having breakfast at the hotel, we head back to Hanoi by riding on the old Highway No.6 running after 

Da River. Although this road is small and challenging to ride, it offers the magnificent view of majestic 

waterfalls and Hoa Binh lake, which is known as Halong Bay on the mainland. Once again, you will have the 

opportunity to go through beautiful H’mong villages and some colorful flower gardens of cherry and plum. 
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We arrive in Hanoi at around 4 pm to avoid traffic jams. Our 3-day Northwest Vietnam Motorbike Tour ends 

safely with a lot of fun and exciting experiences. 

 

 

Below list is the updated prices for a guided off-road Vietnam enduro tour in 2019 (All included in the 

price): 

OFF-ROAD ENDURO TOUR HONDA XR150L HONDA CRF250L SUZUKI DRZ400 

One person 219 USD/day/person 239 USD/day/person 259 USD/day/person 

Two people 199 USD/day/person 219 USD/day/person 239 USD/day/person 

Three people 179 USD/day/person 199 USD/day/person 219 USD/day/person 
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From four people 169 USD/day/person 189 USD/day/person 209 USD/day/person 

 

Below list is the updated prices for a guided Super Vietnam enduro tour in 2019 (All included in the 

price): 

SUPER ENDURO TOUR KAWASAKI KLX 450R YAMAHA WR450F 

One person with a 4x4 car 

 carrying an enduro bike 

369 USD/day/person 369 USD/day/person 

Two people with a 4x4 

car carrying 2 enduro bikes 

299 USD/day/person 299 USD/day/person 

From ten people with each 4x4 

 car carrying 2 enduro bikes 

Contact us for price! Contact us for price! 

 

The tour includes 

 Well-experienced tour guides who can speak English fluently and understand customers' 

needs.  

 Professional mechanics for emergency cases. 

 A photographer & video recorder for a group of more than 5 

 Recent & Well-Maintained Japanese Bikes 

 Safe & Exceptional Routes 

 Good Accommodation: Eat and sleep in the best locations. Standard hotel or homestay based 

on double, twins or triple shared room.  

 All meals on tour: Enjoy local Vietnamese food and drink in every region you visit. 

 Gasoline 

 Boat trips on Lakes or Rivers 
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 All entrance tickets/ Permits to remote areas 

 Helmets/Gloves and Bright reflecting Jackets 

 Hotel pick up 

 Dirt on your SHOES and FACE or more 

 Videos of the tour (send 1 week after the tour) 

The tour excludes: 

 Riding Long Pants (we recommend a pair of jeans) 

 Personal insurance (this at your own risk) 

 Coverage for any damages to gear or the motorcycle 

 Air ticket 

 Visa fee (approximately 25 USD/person, depending on nationality) 

 Travel insurance of any kind 

 Tip, drinks, personal expense and other expenses not described in the itinerary 

 Single Supplement for Single Occupancy 

Notes: 

 We provide vehicle support and driver with an extra price of 150 USD/day/ truck upon 

your REQUEST! 

 A single stay will cost 20 USD extra/ day 

 If tours do not depart/ end in Hanoi then surcharge for bike shipping to/ back to Hanoi is 120 

USD/ bike. 

 VAT Excluded from the price, if you want VAT included, 10% of the total price will be added. 

  

BOOKING CONDITIONS 

 To secure your bookings we require a minimal of 30 % deposit. Full payment will be made by 

cash or credit on the first day of the tour.  

 The rider is responsible for any bank charges (surcharge 3,5% if you pay by credit card ) 

 If you cancel the tour before the departure date, you will lose 100% of the deposit. 

 If you cancel the tour after the departure date, you will lose 100% of the total cost/ fee of the 

tour for any reason.  
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 A �deposit of US$ 100 – 1,000 or more is required for each motorcycle for use in the guided 

or self-guided motorcycle tours. In case of a self-caused accident, your own participation is up to US$ 2,000 

or more. 

“We promise to deliver the best balance for every single DOLLAR” 
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